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Abstract—The capacity of rapidly disseminating information such as latest news headlines has made online social networks a popular and disruptive venue for spreading influence and distributing contents. Given the importance of online social networks, it becomes increasingly imperative to understand the shared interests of users on the popular information or contents that circulate through these networks. This paper proposes a novel graphical approach based on bipartite graphs and one-mode projection graphs to model the interactions of users and information and to capture the shared interests of users on the information. The experiments based on data-sets collected from Digg, a popular social news aggregation site, have demonstrated that the proposed approach is able to discover inherent clusters of users and information within online social networks. The evaluation results also show that these clusters exhibit distinct characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to apply bipartite graphs and one-mode projections to shed light on the interactions of people and information in online social networks and to discover the clustered nature of users and contents.

I. INTRODUCTION

As online social networks continue to grow in users, traffic and information, it has become increasingly important to understand the interactions of people and information on these networks. For example, the discovery of shared interests among users could improve the quality of recommendation systems [1], [2], [3] or detect community of interests in social networks. Although there exists an extensive body of research work on network topology, traffic characteristics and information spreading in online social networks [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], little attempt has been made to discover the clusters of users with shared interests or the clusters of information interacted by similar sets of social network users.

In this paper, we propose a novel graphical approach to model the interactions in online social networks using bipartite graphs which represent users and information of online social networks with two disjoint vertices sets. Further, we exploit one-mode projections of bipartite graphs to capture the similarity of information and shared interests of users [11], [12] through creating graph edges among information and users, respectively. Specifically, the one-mode projection of bipartite graphs on users connects users that interact with the same one or more information, e.g., news stories, Web links, photos, videos. The weighted edges of this graph represent the degree of such similarity, e.g., number of shared news stories between two users. Similarly, the one-mode projection of bipartite graphs on the information connects two information that are interacted by the same users. The weighted edge between two information represents the number of users that interact with both of them.

The edges in one-mode projection graphs serve as the similarity between the information or the shared interests between users. Thus, we further build the similarity matrix of the one-mode project graphs based on the connections among the information or users. The similarity matrix in turn leads us to explore clustering algorithms to divide the users and information into distinctive and meaningful clusters such that each cluster groups users with similar interests or information with similar contents or topics.

Our experiment results with real data-sets collected from Digg, a popular social news aggregation site, show that the clustering step indeed divides the users and information into clusters with distinct characteristics. More importantly, the availability of the users or information clusters significantly improves our understanding on the interactions of users and information in online social networks. We believe that the insights gained from the discovery of shared interests among users will facilitate information spreading and the classifications on contents circulating in these networks, which will be very valuable for filtering unwanted contents such as spams in online social networks.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We introduce a novel graphical approach to model the interactions of users and information in online social networks using bipartite graphs and one-mode projection graphs;
- We apply a simple yet efficient clustering algorithm to divide users and information into meaningful clusters with distinct characteristics;
- We evaluate the proposed approach using real data-sets collected from a popular social news aggregation site, and find that the approach indeed helps discover the shared interests of users and the similarity of the information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section II describes the proposed method of modeling interactions of users and information in online social networks using bipartite graphs and one-mode projection graphs. Section III introduces a simple yet efficient clustering algorithm.
to divide users and information into distinctive clusters based on the similarity matrix built from one-mode projection graphs. Section IV presents the experiment results based on real data-sets collected from a popular social news aggregation site. Section V briefly discusses related work, and Section VI finally concludes this paper and outlines our future work.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section we first describe how we model the interactions of users and information in online social networks with bipartite graphs. Subsequently, we explore one-mode projections of bipartite graphs to capture the shared interests of users and the similarity of information.

A. Modeling Interactions of Users and Information with Bipartite Graphs

Online social networks have recently become a popular venue for users to create, spread, and discuss information such as news stories, blogs, pictures and videos. The interactions of users and information could be naturally modeled with bipartite graphs, where users and information form two disjoint vertex sets [13], [14], [15], [16]. Bipartite graphs have widely used in analyzing collaboration networks such as the co-authorship of authors on Wikipedia’s articles and the collaborations of actors on movies [17], [18], since the graph structure of these collaboration networks exhibit bipartite patterns.

For the case of online social networks, we could use a bipartite graph $G = \{U, S, E\}$ to represent the interactions between users and information. The vertex sets $U$ and $S$ denote all users and information in online social networks, respectively, while $E$ denotes the interactions between users and information. For example, $e_{u,v} \in E$ suggests that the user $u$ interacts with the information $v$. The weighted edge between two nodes $u$ and $v$ reflects the interest of the user $u$ on the information $v$. In other words, all the edges in the bipartite graph characterize the interactions between users and information in online social networks, and provide a unique perspective for understanding why users interact with a certain set of information.

B. One-Mode Projections of Bipartite Graphs

Projecting bipartite graph onto the unipartite space produces one-mode projection graph, in which an edge is generated between two nodes in the same vertex set if both of them connect to one or more same nodes in another vertex set of the bipartite graph, e.g., two users in online social networks tweeting on the same news story. As a result, one-mode projection graphs are often used to capture the hidden information or structure from the nodes in the same vertex set [13], [19].

Figures 1[a-c] illustrate an example of bipartite graphs and its one-mode projection graphs on both vertices sets. Figure 1[a] shows six users in the left vertices set and four news stories in the right vertices set, while Figures 1[b][c] show the one-mode projection graphs on the left and right vertices sets, respectively. The clique formed by nodes $u_1$, $u_3$, $u_5$ in Figure 1[b] is due to their common connections to the same story $s_1$, while the clique of $s_1$, $s_2$, $s_4$ in Figure 1[c] is due to the user $u_3$ interacting with these news stories in the bipartite graph, as shown in Figure 1[a].

In this paper we leverage one-mode projection graphs to discover the shared interests of users in online social networks as well as to study the similarity of information spreading on these networks. Based on the bipartite interaction graph of users and information in online social networks, we obtain two one-mode projection graphs: $G_U = \{U, E_u\}$ and $G_S = \{S, E_s\}$. An edge $e_{u,v}$ forms between two users $u_i$ and $u_j$ in $G_U$ if and only if both of them interact with one or more same information. The weighted edges of the graph $G_U$ represent the degree of common interests. Similarly, two information $s_i$ and $s_j$ are connected in $G_S$ if and only if one or more users interact with both of them in the bipartite graph. The weighted edge between two information represents the number of users that interact with both of them. Therefore, the one-mode projection graph $G_U$ essentially captures the shared interests of users, while the graph $G_S$ characterizes the similarity of information based on the user interaction patterns.

III. DISCOVERING SHARED INTERESTS VIA CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

The shared interests of two users $u_i$ and $u_j$ could be numerically represented with the number of the shared information they have interacted with, i.e., $s_{i,j} = [u_i \cap u_j]$, where $S_i$ and $S_j$ denote the set of information the users $u_i$ and $u_j$ have interacted with, respectively. Thus, the shared interests among all users could be represented with a similarity matrix. The availability of the similarity matrix leads us to the next step of finding clustering algorithms to discover clusters of users and information that share similar characteristics [20], [21], [22], because clustering algorithms have been widely used in clustering communication patterns of Internet end systems in recent years [23], [24], [25]. The goal of the clustering step is to divide the users and information into different groups based on their interaction patterns.

In this paper, we adopt the agglomerative clustering algorithm on the similarity matrix of one-mode projection graphs $G_U$ and $G_S$, since agglomerative algorithms optimize the clustering results by maximizing the internal similarity within the same clusters as well as minimizing the external similarity between nodes in different clusters [20]. We evaluate the quality of clustering results with the default
\( I_2 \) criterion function \([20]\), i.e., maximizing
\[
\sum_{k} \sqrt{\sum_{v,u \in C_i} \text{similarity}(v,u)},
\]
where \( C_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th cluster, \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, k \) and the similarity \( \text{similarity}(v,u) \) between information or users in the same clusters is computed with the cosine function.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The data used in this study were collected in a previous study \([26]\), in which Lerman et al. collected the news stories that were promoted to the front page of digg.com, a major social news aggregate site, due to its popularity during June 2009. For each news story, the data set includes a list of Digg users who had voted or digged the story and the associated time-stamp. In total, there are over 3 million votes (also called diggs) from 139,409 users on the most popular 3,553 news stories during that month. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the votes for all the news stories in the data-set. In average, each news stories receives votes from nearly 850 users (0.6\% of all the users in the data-set).

Figure 3 illustrates a heavy-tail distribution of news stories digged by each user. As shown in this figure, there exists a few users who have actively voted on a large number of news stories, while over 70\% of users have voted 10 or less news stories.

To gain an in-depth understanding of the interactions of users and information, we first study the shared interests of users on the news stories. A simple digg activity or vote behavior \( d_{u,s} \) suggests the interest of the user \( u \) on the news story \( s \). Hence a pairwise of digg activities, \( (d_{u,s}, d_{v,s}) \) indicate the \textit{shared or common} interests of two users \( u \) and \( v \) on the same news stories \( s \). Discovering such shared interests of all users in social news sites not only helps understand the interactions of users and information, but also provides valuable insights for the classifications of users and information into certain categories.

Based on the proposed methodology in the previous sections, we use bipartite graphs to characterize the interactions of users and news stories, and then build one-mode projection graphs on users and news stories, respectively. Further we run the clustering algorithm discussed in Section III on the similarity matrix of the one-mode projection graphs and obtain clusters of users and news stories. The \textit{users clusters} group users with shared interests on news stories, while the \textit{news story clusters} group news stories that are voted by a similar set of users.

To evaluate the clustering results, we propose a simple metric, \textit{voting consistency}, to denote the similarity of voting
patterns in users clusters and news story clusters. Specifically, the voting consistency of a user cluster is measured by the percentage of news stories that are voted by a certain ratio of users in the same cluster. Figure 4 shows the percentage of news stories that are voted by users in the same clusters, where $x$ axis is the ratio of users in a given cluster and $y$ axis denotes the percentage of news stories that are voted by the ratio of users exceeding $x$ in the same cluster. For example, in the user cluster 1 there are nearly 50% of news stories that are voted by at least 30% users in the same cluster. Such high voting consistency is significant and interesting, since comparing with all the news stories, there are only 4.7% news stories that receive votes from 30% of all users. For another instance, in the user cluster 5 there are over 65% of news stories that are voted by at least 20% of all users in this cluster. However, there are only 12.9% news stories that receive votes from over 20% of all users.

Similar observations on the high voting consistency hold in other user clusters as well.

Next we evaluate the clustering results on the news stories with the same voting consistency metric. Similar to Figure 4, Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of news stories that are voted by a certain ratio of users for news story clusters. The overall observation is that the news stories in individual clusters receive consistent votes from similar groups of users compared with all the news stories (the red bottom line in the figure) in the entire data-set. These results suggest that the discovery of news story clusters successfully divide news stories into distinctive groups. One of our future work is to explore these clusters to classify news stories and users for detecting anomalous user voting behavior and unwanted spam contents in social news sites.

V. RELATED WORK

Recent years have witnessed the success of online social networks in transforming the way people connecting with information such as news stories, pictures, and videos. The benefits of online social networks have gone beyond connecting people with information, as many recent studies have exploited online social networks for a variety of important applications, including mitigating multiple identities attacks (also known as Sybil attacks) [27], improving online marketplaces [28], and spreading positive influence [29].

To gain a deep understanding of online social networks, a rich body of prior work have been devoted to study network topology and traffic characteristics of online social networks [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. For example, a measurement study [4] on Renren, the largest online social network in China, characterizes users interactions and user popularity, while [5], [6] study the interactions of users in online social networks and user behaviors using HTTP
header information extracted from network traffic. In [8], [7], Nazir et al examine end-to-end performance of online social networks based applications and investigate the impact of network-level performance on user experience. Several studies [30], [26], [31] also have studied the voting patterns of users in online social networks using data-sets collected from the Digg news aggregation site. Different from these work, this paper focuses on the shared interests of users [11], [1], [2], [3], [12] and the similarity of information on social news aggregation sites.

Graphical models have been widely used for studying communication networks [32], [33], [34], [19], [35]. For example, [33], [34] use graphlets to visualize the social interactions of end systems on the Internet for understanding host traffic behaviors. Similarly, Yu at al. introduce traffic activity graphs to capture the communication patterns of end hosts engaging in the same network applications [32]. Unlike these studies, our study proposes a new approach of applying bipartite graphs to model the interactions of people and information and subsequently using one-mode projections of bipartite graphs to capture the shared interests of people on the information. Our recent work [19] has demonstrated the capability of bipartite graphs and one-mode projections in discovering similar behavior patterns of end hosts in the same network prefixes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a novel graphical approach to study the interactions of users and information in online social networks. We use bipartite graphs to model the interactions of users and information, and subsequently build one-mode projections of bipartite graphs to capture the shared interests of users and the similarity of information. Through a simple yet effective clustering algorithm, we find the inherent clusters of information and users with each cluster exhibiting distinctive characteristics. Using real data-sets collected from Digg, a popular social news aggregation site, our experiments results suggest that the proposed methodology is able to uncover the shared interests of users in voting news stories, and to discover the similarity of news stories that attract the same set of users. These findings will improve our understanding on the interactions of users and information in online social networks. We are currently in the process of extending the same methodology on other online social networks such as Twitter and Flickr. In addition, we are exploring the clustering results to classify the users and information and to detect anomalous user voting behavior and unwanted spam contents in online social networks.
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